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The Women’s Centre for Legal Aid and Counselling (WCLAC) was established by a small group of women in Jerusalem in 1991 as a Palestinian, independent, non-governmental, non-profit organisation. The Women’s Centre for Legal Aid and Counselling aims to address the causes and consequences of gender-based violence within the community as well as the gender-specific effects of the occupation.

WCLAC provides social and legal counselling, awareness raising programmes, offers legal and social support and training, proposes bills and law amendments, and participates in the organization of advocacy and pressure campaigns nationally and internationally on behalf of Palestinian women and the community.

WCLAC’s International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law programme was established to monitor and document Israel’s violations of human rights and the impact of these violations on women. WCLAC documents women’s testimonies using the frame-work of international law and human rights, combined with a feminist vision of equality and social justice. WCLAC is working with the Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions (COHRE) to ensure that housing rights violations and their impact on Palestinian women are comprehensively documented.

The programme seeks to ensure that Palestinian women’s rights violations are effectively monitored, then collected through a process of documentation. The documentation is used to advocate on behalf of women in Palestine, to promote awareness of human rights violations and to work towards accountability for those responsible. The documentation also provides testimony to women’s experiences of war and occupation.
1. Introduction

The home is the centre of most women’s lives in the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt). The home not only provides basic shelter but is a place where women participate in social activities with friends and family, where they can create a safe and secure environment for their children, and can also be a location for economic activity. The particular relationship that women have with their homes means that forced eviction or the threat of being forced from their home has an acute and distinct impact on their lives.

This report focuses on East Jerusalem, where many Palestinian women are affected by forced evictions and displacement, and in many cases by the subsequent demolition of their home. The report analyses the short and medium term impact of these events on women. International humanitarian law and international human rights law provide the framework for the report, and substantiate the fact that these issues are violations of human rights, and of women’s human rights in particular. The testimonies also illustrate the cross-cutting nature of many of the issues and rights violations. While housing rights are the dominant issue, many other rights are affected: the right to family life; residency rights; the right to freedom of movement and many other economic and social rights.

This report begins with an overview of the situation in East Jerusalem, the area’s legal status and the overall housing and planning context within it. This is followed by a short overview of the relevant international human rights law and international humanitarian law principles. The following section analyses the impact of forced evictions on women. The next section of the report focuses on the experiences of the women that WCLAC has interviewed, from whom we have gathered the detailed testimony provided in this report. Through these testimonies we highlight the impact of the incident of forced eviction, before, during and after its occurrence, discussing its economic and social impact and its emotional and psychological consequences on women. The report concludes with some recommendations for future action.1
Since 1967, the entire West Bank including East Jerusalem has been under Israeli belligerent occupation. Unlike the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, the Israeli government moved quickly to declare its intention to include East Jerusalem as part of the state of Israel and on 27 June 1967, the Israeli government passed legislation unilaterally annexing East Jerusalem.2

Both the UN Security Council and the General Assembly have declared invalid all measures taken by Israel to change the status of Jerusalem. On 4 July 1967, the General Assembly declared all “measures taken by Israel to change the status of the city to be invalid.”3 The UN Security Council through resolution 252, adopted on 21 May 1968, called on Israel to immediately and unconditionally “rescind all such measures already taken and to desist forthwith from taking any further actions which tends to change the status of Jerusalem.” Israel however, continued to consolidate its plans through the passing of the Basic Law in 1980, which declared that “Jerusalem, complete and united is the capital of Israel.”

The unilateral annexation is a manifest violation of international law4 and in direct contravention of the statements made by the General Assembly and the Security Council. Both these bodies have confirmed that East Jerusalem is occupied territory and that all legislative and administrative measures taken by Israel which alter the character or status of Jerusalem are null and void and must be rescinded.5 The International Court of Justice (ICJ), the highest international judicial authority has also confirmed that East Jerusalem, together with the West Bank and Gaza Strip is occupied Palestinian territory.6 The ICJ further confirmed the applicability of international human rights law to the oPt, including East Jerusalem.7

Israel’s annexation of East Jerusalem is manifestly an act based on colonial intent according to a recent report by Israeli, Palestinians and international scholars and practitioners.8 The report describes a situation as colonial when: “the acts of states have the cumulative outcome that it annexes or otherwise unlawfully retains control over territory and thus denies the indigenous population the exercise of its right to self-determination.” The report adds that the annexation is unlawful in itself “as annexation breaches the principle underpinning the law of occupation: that occupation is only a temporary situation that does not vest sovereignty in the Occupying Power. Annexation also breaches the legal prohibition on the acquisition of territory through the threat or use of force.” 9

Throughout its occupation, Israel has significantly restricted Palestinian development in East Jerusalem. Over one third of East Jerusalem has been expropriated for the construction of illegal Israeli settlements, while only 13 percent
is currently zoned by the Israeli authorities for Palestinian construction. The Israeli Planning and Building Law which regulates all construction in East Jerusalem and is thus responsible for the authorization of the settlements acts in violation of Article 49(6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention which prohibits the occupying power from transferring parts of its civilian population into the territory it occupies. The Israeli Planning and Building Law is also responsible for the prohibition of Palestinian construction and authorizes the destruction of Palestinian homes constructed without a building permit. The Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 regarding occupied territories prohibits the occupying power from destroying private property unless such destruction is «rendered absolutely necessary by military operations.»

The Israeli municipality demolished 89 structures in East Jerusalem in 2008 and 80 in 2009. As of July 2010, at least 230 Palestinian structures have been demolished in East Jerusalem and the West Bank in over 40 separate incidents since the beginning of the year. As a result, more than 1100 Palestinians, including over 400 children, have been forcibly displaced or otherwise affected owing to extensive damage of property or destruction of livelihoods. This includes an incident on 13 July 2010 when 7 Palestinian homes, were demolished in East Jerusalem, leaving 25 people, including 14 children - one of them only 2 months old – forcibly displaced.

In August 2009, 53 Palestinian refugees were forcibly evicted from their homes in the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood after an Israeli court issued a judgement in favour of an Israeli settler organization claiming ownership of the buildings in the area. Estimates from UNOCHA suggest a further 475 Palestinians in Sheikh Jarrah are at risk of forced eviction and displacement as a result of ongoing settler activities in the area. In the Silwan/Bustan neighbourhood, where there are plans to build a Jewish archaeological park, the Jerusalem municipality has approved a plan to demolish 22 of the 88 houses in the area to make way for it. In addition, at least 28 percent of Palestinian homes in East Jerusalem have been built in violation of Israeli zoning and planning requirements, meaning that a further 60,000 Palestinians are at risk of forced eviction and having their homes demolished.

The demolition of Palestinian homes is usually for administrative reasons, that is, because a permit has not been obtained. However, while the acquisition of a building permit for construction is not in itself unusual in terms of urban planning, for Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem, the complex and multifaceted application process coupled with exceptionally high associated fees make obtaining a building permit effectively impossible. Even those who go through this process, will commonly be refused. As a result there is a serious housing shortage caused by Israel’s failure to provide adequate housing and many Palestinians risk building on their land without a permit and face forced eviction and the demolition of their homes. Others live in overcrowded, unsuitable and unsanitary conditions, unable to build larger accommodation, to build extensions to existing homes or even in many cases,
to make any structural repairs or improvements to their homes. The contrasts are stark: since 1967 the Israeli authorities have constructed approximately 50,000 residential units in Israeli settlements in East Jerusalem, while constructing only 600 residential units for Palestinian residents – the last of which were built over 30 years ago. According to the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA):

Since 1967, Israel has failed to provide Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem with adequate planning to meet natural population growth. While Palestinians face significant obstacles to legal building on the 13 percent of East Jerusalem designated for Palestinian construction, Israeli settlements have flourished on the 35 per cent of land expropriated for them, in contravention of international law.

These practices and policies are in keeping with official Israeli policy which aims to achieve and maintain a calculated “demographic balance” between the Jewish and Palestinian population of the city. This is re-iterated in the section of the Jerusalem Master Plan which deals with the goals of the plan: one of which is “preserving a firm Jewish majority in the City”: that is, 70 percent Jews and 30 percent Arabs.
In many cases in East Jerusalem, forced eviction of Palestinian families takes place prior to the demolition of their home. In other cases, such as those in Sheikh Jarrah, families are forcibly evicted in order to make way for Israeli settlers to move into their homes. Both situations usually involve the presence of armed soldiers and police and the use of violence. Therefore, in this study, we use the term ‘forced evictions’ to apply to both these situations. The term “forced evictions” as used throughout this report, is defined as the permanent or temporary removal against their will of individuals, families and/or communities from the homes and/or land which they occupy, without the provision of, and access to, appropriate forms of legal or other protection.

The rights at stake include the right to adequate housing, the right to freedom from unlawful and arbitrary interference with the home, and to be free from discrimination in the exercise of these rights. These rights are protected under International Human Rights Law (IHRL). Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) provides for the right of everyone to freedom from unlawful and arbitrary interference with the home. This means that any interference with a person’s home life must not be arbitrary, that is, it must be based on clear law, be non-discriminatory, and must give the person a fair hearing to challenge any interference with these rights. The Human Rights Committee, which monitors States’ compliance with the ICCPR, has stated in relation to forced evictions that the relevant domestic legislation on interference with the right to a home “must specify in detail the precise circumstances in which such interferences may be permitted.” Any interference must be for legitimate reasons and must be strictly proportional - that is, the least restrictive means of obtaining that aim. Human Rights Watch clarifies this by stating: “eviction and destruction of a family’s home requires very strong justification.”

Housing rights are also specifically protected by Article 11 of the International Covenant on Economic, Cultural and Social Rights (ICECSR) which provides that State Parties must recognise the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living and this includes housing. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which monitors the compliance of states parties to the ICESCR, has stated unequivocally that instances of forced eviction are prima facie incompatible with the requirements of the Covenant and can only be justified in the most exceptional circumstances and in accordance with the relevant principles of international law. In its General Comment 4, the Committee stated that “the right to housing should not be interpreted in a narrow or restrictive sense which equates it with, for example, the shelter provided by merely having a roof over one’s head or views shelter exclusively as a commodity. Rather it should be seen as the right to live somewhere in
security, peace, and dignity.” The Committee’s General Comment 7 found that where otherwise lawful, such evictions should be carried out only on the basis of clear laws, should not leave people homeless, and should use force only as a last resort. Unlawful forcible evictions should be punished. The Committee also noted that women suffer disproportionately from the practice of forced eviction and are particularly vulnerable when rendered homeless. Forced eviction also violates other rights protected in the ICESCR such as rights to health and education.

The prohibition against discrimination is spelled out in Article 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and codified in the major human rights treaties that Israel has ratified, including the ICCPR, the ICESCR, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). Discrimination is defined as resulting from laws, policies, or practices that treat persons in similar situations differently due to, among other criteria, race, ethnic background, or religion, without adequate justification. The Human Rights Committee, after reviewing Israel’s compliance with the ICCPR in July 2010 stated:

[T]he Committee is concerned at frequent administrative demolition of property, homes, as well as schools in the West Bank and East Jerusalem due to the absence of construction permits, their issuance being frequently denied to Palestinians… The State party should further review its housing policy and issuance of construction permits with a view to implementing the principle of non-discrimination regarding minorities, in particular Palestinians and to increasing construction on a legal basis for minorities of the West Bank and East Jerusalem. It should further ensure that municipal planning systems are not discriminatory.

Residents of East Jerusalem should also benefit from the protection of International Humanitarian Law (IHL), which places detailed obligations upon Israel. Protected Persons must be treated ‘humanely’ at all times, without adverse distinction based on race, religion or political opinion and be protected against “all acts of violence or threats thereof…” Article 46 of the 1907 Hague Regulations states that the occupying power must respect private property, which cannot be “confiscated.” Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention (GCIV) says “destruction” by the Occupying Power of private property is prohibited unless “absolutely necessary” in military operations. Furthermore, Article 49(1) GCIV prohibits the forcible transfer of the local population in or outside of the occupied territory. Article 147 GCIV specifically categorizes “unlawful deportation or transfer” of protected persons as a grave breach of the GCIV while Article 8 of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC Statute) provides for individual criminal responsibility for the war crime of forcible transfer.
During 2009 and the first half of 2010, WCLAC has conducted in depth interviews with women in East Jerusalem whose housing rights have been violated. We have selected from these cases, 13 case studies which demonstrate the different types of forced evictions in East Jerusalem. The case studies from Bustan/Silwan and the Old City of Jerusalem highlight the stress and anxiety of living with the threat of home demolition. The case studies from Al-Ashkariya, Jabbal al-Mukabber and Al-Isawiya are all actual home demolitions, but are from different time periods and through these the short, medium and longer term impact of forced evictions can be assessed. In Sheikh Jarrah, the affected women have been victims of forced eviction or are awaiting eviction and also suffer from harassment and violence from settlers.

We have not singled out a particular area of East Jerusalem to study, but rather we have deliberately selected women from different areas. Bustan/Silwan and Sheikh Jarrah are perhaps the better known areas affected by forced eviction that have been included in this study. In addition to these well publicised cases, this report also highlights the lesser known cases of forced eviction in Al-Ashkariya, Jabbal Al-Mukabber, the Old City of Jerusalem and Al-Isawiya. The cases are from very different areas of East Jerusalem, and yet the women face the same sort of problems, thus highlighting how Israeli policies target the whole of East Jerusalem.

All the women were interviewed in depth about their experience, by WCLAC staff and fieldworkers and their stories have been written in the form of statements which they were shown and they signed to signify their agreement with the contents. Some of the women were interviewed a second or third time, when either follow up was required or a new event occurred and they contacted us, wanting to talk about their experience. Not all of the women are happy to have their full names made public, and in these cases we have used a pseudonym or initials. In all cases, we have consulted with the women and fully respected their wishes.
In this section we assess the impact of forced eviction in three stages: pre-eviction, during the eviction process itself and post eviction.

### 5.1 Pre-Eviction

The women interviewed had often waited years with the threat of demolition or eviction hanging over them. Some of them had experienced demolition or eviction, others were still waiting, not knowing when or whether it would happen.

Our interviews charted this process. The women told us about threats and intimidation that they suffered from either Israeli police and soldiers or from settlers. They told us about the fear and anxiety they felt, some of them experiencing physical symptoms as a result. The women also talked about the financial and economic consequences of costly, long and drawn-out court proceedings and the impact of the fines and fees on their family life.

#### a) Threats and Intimidation

The women’s testimonies record threats and night time visits from armed soldiers and police. They talk of their young sons being arrested and of their fear for their children’s safety. The women from Sheikh Jarrah also describe the violence, insults and aggression from Israeli settlers and the lack of protection by the police.

**Maisa Al Kurd** lives in Sheikh Jarrah and is facing the threat of eviction from her home. Meanwhile, she lives with threats and intimidation from Israeli settlers who want to take over her home:

“On 24th November [2009] which was the night of Eid Al-Adha, a Muslim holiday, I was up late after my son Munjad came back after his late shift at the hotel. It was around 1am when I heard the sound of moving furniture in the extension and I went outside with my mobiles. It was lit up outside from the lights from the settler house opposite and I could see that there were four settlers inside the house and one of them standing outside the house. As I approached the settler stood outside, he pushed me away towards the wall in
my chest. I could see him clearly; he had ginger hair. My son M came out of the house and saw the settler push me and said: ‘what are you doing to my mother’ but then the settler put his hands around M’s neck. I was frightened of what was going to happen and phoned the police while I was still stood with my back against the wall.

On another day – December 1st [2009], I was attacked by a settler who hit me with a metal bar. My sons tried to defend me but when the police arrived they arrested my sons because the settlers accused them of attacking them. Always, they believe what the settlers say even though it is them attacking us and them coming onto our property and trying to take it from us. My sons were then ordered to stay away from the house and from Sheikh Jarrah for 47 days. Once this expired, M was arrested again and banned for another two months meaning that he couldn’t work because the hotel he works in is in Sheikh Jarrah. Even now the orders have expired, my sons are too scared to come back here in case they are arrested.”

Aida Risheik lives in the Bustan neighbourhood of Silwan. She and her husband built their home on their land in 2005 and live there with their seven children:

“[N]othing happened until February 2007, although all the time we were living in fear of the police or the army coming and demolishing the house. Then one day, in February 2007 they arrived early in the morning. The children were all at home because there wasn’t school and we were still in our pyjamas. It was the army together with men from the municipality, when the door was opened they pushed through the door. There were soldiers, special unit officers as well as the men from the Jerusalem municipality and the soldiers were carrying big guns.

The children were terrified and hid behind my back. My husband argued with them and said talk to me can’t you see how frightened the children are? [We were] then handed a paper that stated if we didn’t leave the house in 21 days then the house would be demolished and we would have to pay 70,000 shekels.

I’m also worried about my son; there have been lots of children arrested recently by the Israelis, children as young as 10 or 12 years. My son will be 10 years old this month and I worry that he will also be arrested and that I won’t be able to stop them taking him. It is the worst feeling not being able to protect your children. Two nights ago, the Israelis arrested a boy who was 12 years old and a friend of my son. I now can’t sleep worrying about my son and fear that he will be arrested.”
IA is from Silwan and has lived in her current home in the Bustan neighbourhood of Silwan in East Jerusalem since 1989. She received a demolition order for her home in June 2009. On 8th December 2009, twenty days after a house was demolished in Silwan, the police and army came to her home in the early hours of the morning:

“...it was 3 am and I with all my family were sleeping. I woke, startled, by banging on the door. It was not a polite knock, it was loud and terrifying. My oldest son Mahmoud got up and looked out and saw that it was the Israeli police at the door. He told me and his father that it was the police at the door and I told him to go back to bed. I got dressed and my husband went to answer the door, he asked “Who is it?”. They shouted back: “It’s the police – open up.” My husband opened the door and I stood behind him. Four policeman came through the door and I could see more police and army behind them outside the house. The Israeli soldiers had green uniform and were carrying large guns, the police had blue uniforms and were carrying smaller guns, pistols... One of the police asked my husband for his identification and for the children’s names. He named the children, and when he said the name ‘Khaled’, the policeman stopped him and repeated Khaled’s name. I then felt like I was losing my mind – “What do you need from Khaled” I said. He said: “We need him for interrogation at the Maskobiya”. This is a police station in Jerusalem. I then told them that Khaled was only young, he’s only 12 years old. I told them that I wouldn’t let him go with them because he’s young and sick (he suffers from ADHD) and it’s the middle of the night. They said that I should bring him to the Maskobiya tomorrow.”

b) Housing Conditions

Most of the women explained in their interviews why they had built homes, often without permits. Often, having to share homes with extended family, the women lived in overcrowded houses, with little or no privacy, they were therefore anxious to improve their circumstances. But not only is permission denied for the building of new homes, it is also denied for extensions to homes and even for improvements or renovations. Therefore, another reason for building without permits was in order to improve the poor conditions of their home. This particularly affects Palestinian homes in the Old City of Jerusalem, where housing conditions are often poor but permission is rarely granted for improvements or extensions.

MD was living with her parents-in-law in the neighbourhood of Al-Isawiya, but described why she wanted to move into her own home:
“I wanted to have some privacy and not to be in such a crowded space. This is normal especially for an educated woman, to want my own independent home. I also wanted more space for the sake of my children and to allow them some more privacy and space. So over the years, I with my husband tried slowly to save some money to build our own house.”

IA, Bustan: “When I was first married I lived in a small room in the home of my husband’s family but it was totally unsuitable once we had children as it was too small and was also damp. I used to have to move the closet away from the wall because the damp from the wall would make the clothes damp also. I and my husband then started to build our home in the late 1980s on land that belonged to my husband’s family, the land belonged to his grandfather and had been passed down. It was marked out by two fig trees.”

WN lives in the Old City of Jerusalem and has found herself unable to make even the most basic improvements to her home:

“In 1997-1998, we rented a small house in the Christian Quarter from the Greek Orthodox Church. When we first moved the house was really little more than a shack with a zinc roof, on a deserted bit of land that was being used as a rubbish dump. So, we tried to improve the house, with the permission of the Greek Orthodox Patriarch and also extended it so that there was some additional space. Soon after we started building, some workers from the Municipality came and told us that we couldn’t do the building work and we were given a demolition order for the house.”
MK grew up in the Old City of Jerusalem. After moving into an almost uninhabitable house, she and her husband made necessary improvements with the approval of the landowner, the Greek Orthodox Church.

“The roof had to be replaced anyway and so we put in a second floor, without having to extend the height of the building by much. This gave a lot more space – it meant we had two bedrooms and a bathroom upstairs and the kitchen and sitting room downstairs. The Greek Orthodox Church approved our plans to renovate and extend, they had rules regarding the height of the building so that it did not go over the height of the wall to the church, but it didn't so they were happy with what we were doing and the Patriarch gave us a permit…. But a few months after we moved in, we received a demolition order for the upper floor of the house. We were taken to court and the demolition order was postponed and we were fined 25,000 shekels for building without a permit.”

c) Psychological and Emotional Impact

The psychological and emotional impact is often noted in respect of how people are affected after a forced eviction. What our interviews revealed is that there is an enormous emotional impact on women during the, often lengthy, process leading up to an eviction. The sense of being unsettled, of not knowing what is going to happen, and where they will go, manifests itself in both psychological and physical symptoms. Women described anxiety, depression, pain, and difficulties in their relationships with their husbands and with their children, all a consequence of facing the prospect of losing their homes.

IA: “I have no sense of security. I am living constantly with this feeling of not knowing what is going to happen to my home. I also feel insecure in my relationship with my husband and towards my children. I try and make things feel normal but it is so difficult – I feel tense and nervous and take out these feelings on my husband and on the children. When the kids are doing their homework and ask me for help I’m irritable and tell them to go away. The whole situation is making me feel and behave this way. I can’t think about the future and don’t allow myself to think about it as it would be too much, too upsetting... My health is affected by the situation, when I start to think about what the future holds for me and my family, I feel that I have high blood pressure. In 2005, when the problems started, I started to take tablets for anxiety because I was so tense. I also get headaches which normal painkillers couldn’t control. I’m now prescribed painkillers by my doctor for the headaches. I am so stressed, and because of the stress and tension I also get chest pains.”
IR is from Bustan, and received a demolition order soon after she moved into the home she and her husband had built on her land in 1996:

“It’s difficult for me to talk about the situation, which has been going on now since 1996. I am always thinking about it, but can’t really talk about it to anyone. I am living with no sense of security, and can’t seem to enjoy anything anymore. Basically, I am chronically depressed. I also get stomach cramps and chest pains and the pills I was taking were not effective. I now have to go to the doctor to have medication by way of injection that the doctor has prescribed to me. But he tells me that my symptoms are psychological, that they are because of ‘sadness’, rather than being a physical problem.”

WN: “I have to live with the threat of the demolition of my home hanging over me - on one occasion a small bulldozer actually came to the house. It affects my ability to live my life normally, it is so unsettling.”

Yet, the women from Sheikh Jarrah described mixed feelings. One woman described feeling empowered by the struggle to resist being evicted and talked of changes in herself as she engaged with community activism, she found she was no longer interested in the same things as before.

Maisa Al-Kurd: “What is happening has empowered me. Before all of this, I was like a child. It has given me strength and changed my personality. The situation has taken over my life, I used to spend time doing my hair and make up and going out to restaurants. Now this no longer interests me, other things feel so meaningless when I have so much to worry about.”

d) Economic Impact

Within Palestinian society, women are responsible for running the household, making sure that there is food on the table and that their children are provided with clothes and school books. When much of the household income is taken up by court fines, legal costs and building permit payments, there is often little money left over. The women interviewed talked about having to deprive themselves of basic necessities and about their children suffering because of the additional expenses. The case studies also highlight how forced evictions and their economic impact lead to additional and multiple violations of the human rights of the women and their families, including: rights to food, education and health care.

RJ lives in Al-Ashkariya. Her home was demolished in 2006, and she is now paying rent for a house in the same neighbourhood. But for six years prior to that her family spent money on ultimately futile legal proceedings.
“We ended up with a fine of 48,000 shekels which we paid in installments of 800 shekels a month. The fine was to give us time to apply for a permit for the house but this was impossible. We made some inquiries about getting a permit - an engineer visited our home but said that there was no point making a full application: our house was built in a green zone and therefore we would not be granted a permit.

It was disastrous for our family having to pay 800 shekels a month. The children were still young and we had very little money. But we thought that by paying the fine we would keep the house. We deprived ourselves of lots of things to pay the fine. We borrowed money at times and paid it back to try and keep on top of the fine we had to pay. This was a very difficult time for us all. My children suffered from the lack of money, from our poverty.”

Aida Risheik, Bustan: “There have been a number of court hearings since this first time, but nothing has been resolved. The first hearing was on the 9 July 2007, and then adjourned until December 2007. Then there was a hearing in February 2008, which was adjourned again until 25 February 2009. The next hearing is on 9 April 2009. We have the same lawyer as others in Bustan who have demolition orders, but still have to pay 500 shekels for each court session and so have paid 2000 shekels in legal fees and there’s still no end in sight.”

Maisa Al-Kurd, Sheikh Jarrah: “Financially, the situation is disastrous, I don’t want to talk about it we have debts from the court fees and fines and the arrests.”

WN, Old City: “Our case was in court in August 1998, and they imposed a fine on us of 45,000 shekels which was a huge amount so we appealed against it. After the appeal, the fine was reduced but we had to pay for lawyers and court fees and so after all that the amount that we had to pay was not so different [from the original fine]. We were given a second fine, sometime later, I can’t remember when, for 16,000 shekels which we have finished paying, but the demolition order is still hanging over us.

We had to pay the fine in monthly installments of 500 shekels from almost the time we moved into the house until 2008. It has been very hard on us financially. We always had to pay on time and prioritise paying it or they double the amount and could put my husband in prison. It has been very hard for us financially, I had to cut back on food in order to make sure that we could pay the fines every month and would in fact not buy food rather than not pay the fine.”

MK, Old City: This was really hard for us, but we always paid – if we missed a month we would have to pay double the amount. My husband is working, he works for a hotel in the Old City but he doesn’t earn a lot and we had to take money from what we would spend on basics – electricity, food, milk, diapers - to pay the fine. It was particularly hard for me because I had to try and make sure
there was enough food and that the children had clothes. We couldn’t afford to buy furniture and borrowed a couch from my parents house... Just before we were due to pay off the fine, 3 years later the court imposed another fine on us. This time it was for 10,000 shekels and again we had to pay it each month.”

5.2 The Eviction Process

a) Destruction of Property and Physical Injury

On the day of the demolition or eviction, the women interviewed described the brutality of the process itself. Most of them talked about the presence of armed Israeli soldiers and police. One woman described her nephew being beaten by the soldiers as he attempted to protect their home. Others describe being dragged out of their homes by masked uniformed officers and others being beaten and assaulted. One woman interviewed spoke of the family having to make the agonizing decision to demolish their own home after being told if they did not, they would have to pay the full cost of the demolition process.

Manal Zeitoun lives in Silwan with her six children. Her husband’s family unification application was rejected and he therefore does not have Jerusalem identification and cannot live with the family. Her rented home was demolished while she was out visiting her family:

“It was November 2008 and I was just settling into living in the house which was in the Bustan neighbourhood of Silwan when it was demolished. I was six months pregnant with my youngest child. On that morning I was having breakfast at my parents house and my daughters except my youngest daughter were at school. I received a phone call at about 10am from one of my neighbours saying “Come home! They’re about to demolish your house.” I didn’t believe her but left my mother’s house and ran back to the house. On the way back, I saw many police and soldiers around the house. There were perhaps five jeeps and about 30 police and soldiers standing around the house. The owner of the house was arguing with them saying that he was waiting for the paper to stop the demolition. But then after about an hour of waiting, two bulldozers that were there started to demolish the house. I had known nothing about a demolition order on the house; it came as a complete shock to me.... It took about an hour and a half for the Israelis and their bulldozers to destroy the house. The whole house collapsed on top of our things, so we couldn’t get anything else out. All our things were lost. “
FD lives in the Al-Isawiya neighbourhood and had built a new home together with her sister and family; it was demolished on 18 November 2009:

“The Israeli soldiers and police were positioned around the house...There were so many soldiers around. I had many of them around me, preventing me from going any nearer to the house. I had guns aimed at me and my children. I was trying to keep my son Mohamed and my sister Maisa’s son Khalil from going near to the soldiers. They wanted to do something and I was trying to hold them back. The soldiers were also taking pictures of us, including the boys as we stood there watching them. My son started shouting and cursing at the soldiers, he was so angry. He wanted to do something to stop them but I was holding him back to stop him from running at the soldiers or the house. I couldn’t hold onto Maisa’s son and he was able to free himself and went running into the middle of the soldiers and got into a fist fight with one of them who started beating him....

Then, about an hour after I had arrived, they started to demolish the house with a huge bulldozer. They even destroyed the wall that separated the house from the neighbour’s land. It was all over by 12.30. The house was completely destroyed, left in a huge pile of rubble. “

Amani S lives in the Jabal Al-Mukkaber area of Jerusalem. The family first received a demolition order on their home in 2005, and spent four years contesting the order through the courts. In May 2009, the court made a final decision that either the municipality would demolish the house and the family would have to pay the costs or they could demolish the house themselves.

“The night before our home was demolished, my husband told me that he was going to demolish the house before the municipality came to do it and charge us for it. I went to bed feeling very sad.

My husband started demolishing our home on 26 June 2009. It was a Friday.

On the first day, he removed the zinc roof from the house and the next day, Saturday, he used a heavy hammer to break down the walls of our house. While he was doing it, the children were asking me why – why is our dad demolishing the house? While he was doing it, I went back and forth between our room in the other house and outside where my husband was demolishing the house. The children were also going backwards and forwards between him and their grandparents house watching what their father was doing.”
“I was up for most of the night and it was only at 4.30am that I put my head down to get some sleep. It was only moments afterwards when I heard shouting and screaming and the sounds of glass breaking and I knew what was happening. Suddenly I saw five soldiers standing over me screaming and shouting. I was half asleep and couldn’t respond straight away to what I was seeing although I had been prepared....

The soldiers didn’t let me put my slippers on and they were pushing and punching me all over as I was getting out – it felt like I was at the front line of a war. The soldiers were wearing black uniforms and had masks on their faces and then gas masks over the top of them. I fled outside of the house, and was shouting ‘Where is my husband? Where are my children?’ … Outside on the street I could see the soldiers opening up the door of my brother in law’s house with what sounded like explosives.

I think there were about five or six hundred soldiers around the house that night – they looked like ravens in their black uniforms. I saw a soldier grab the hair of one of the foreign solidarity activists and shake her. Then, I saw them grab another one and beat him and then take him away with lots of the other solidarity people.”

“Tens of heavily armed Israeli police broke into our house at 4:30 in the morning on August 2nd, 2009. It felt like a whole battalion had broken into our house. They were dressed in black uniforms and were wearing masks on their faces. They even had metal protection on their legs. I was still in bed sleeping at that time. One of the policemen grabbed me from my arm. I was terrified. I was very worried about the children. He then let go of my arm and I quickly grabbed my son Adam and my daughter Sara who were sleeping next to me and held in my arms. A group of policemen then pushed me out of the house to the neighbor’s house. I was shivering from fear. I didn’t know where my other children were. I was separated from them. Four hours later I realized that my other son was injured and was bleeding. My son later told me he was kicked on the buttocks very hard and the next thing he knew is he was on the street. He broke my heart.”
b) Economic Loss

The women talked about what they had lost in their homes. Sometimes, the Israeli authorities do not even allow enough time for the family to take their possessions out of the house.

Manal Zeitoun, who was living in rented accommodation in Bustan

described what she lost:
“Everything that I owned was in the house, my clothes and the girls’ clothes, school books, kitchen things and most importantly medical records and equipment for my daughter, Hayat who suffers from a heart condition.

I begged the soldiers to allow them to let me take my personal possessions out of the house, I said that I didn’t care about the house, that I only wanted to get my things out of the house. They refused to let me into the house, but they sent some men into the house who took out a few things – a couple of couch beds, a refrigerator and the TV which were the first things they would have seen when they walked into the house. They just threw them out of the house – breaking the legs on the couch beds.”

5.3 Post Eviction

a) Living conditions

The loss of a home means much more than the loss of a place to live. The women interviewed described having to live in over-crowded conditions usually with their husband’s family. They feel a loss of privacy and a loss of private space. They also describe the impact on their children: without space and quiet, children misbehave and their schoolwork suffers. Some women spoke of other consequences of having to move in with extended family. Within Palestinian society, tradition often means that women have to cover their heads in front of men who are not part of their immediate family. Consequently, moving in with extended family means women lose the freedom to be uncovered in their homes.

Manal Zeitoun, Bustan: “After our rented home was demolished, we moved back to my parents house. It was very crowded and my husband didn’t want to come and visit us there because there was no space. My parents live there with two of my sisters, a brother and another married brother, his wife and their three children. Me and my daughters all slept in one room, the living room. It was very difficult. My children’s school performance suffered, they couldn’t study because there was no space and too much noise with so many people. The only person working in the house was my brother who supported all of us.”
Amani S, Jabal Al-Mukabber: “So I am living in one small room in my parents-in-law’s home. We share a kitchen and a bathroom with them and my husband’s brothers and their families live in an apartment upstairs and are often downstairs with us. They are four adults and five children living up there and they also usually eat and spend their time down here with us. I’ve lost my independence and I’ve lost my privacy. I used to wear short sleeves in the house and go without my headscarf. Now I always have to worry about what I am wearing because I’m living with other people. I used to cook for my family, cook meals for them all. Now I don’t do this, others in the house do the cooking. I have no privacy or time or space to myself at all. Its also hard for the children to sleep at the times they need to because there is so much noise.”

Manal S’s home in Jabal Al-Mukabber was demolished by the Israeli authorities in 2005. She is still living with her parents-in-law in their home: “…we’ve been living in the apartment upstairs, there’s not enough space for me, my husband and our three children. My parents-in-law have moved downstairs but the brother-in-law who was living with us has got married too now and has two children of his own. So we share the kitchen and bathroom with them as well. Really, try to imagine what it’s like. We have three young children and we’re living on top of another family of two adults and two young children. I’m in despair and don’t have any thoughts or plans for how to change the situation. We’re still paying back the debts from the house and so there’s no hope of changing anything soon.”

Khawla Hanoun, Sheikh Jarrah: “During the Muslim festival of Ramadan, we would sit out on the street with solidarity activists and break our fast with them and with our neighbours on the pavement. We still sit there to tell the world what has happened to us and that I want my home back. It is my right, and we will continue to demand it back. What right do they have to the house? What motive do they have for driving us out? We don’t have anywhere else to go; sometimes we stay with my sister, sometimes with my mother, but her house is in the West Bank and behind the checkpoint.”

Maysoon Ghawi, Sheikh Jarrah: “After the eviction we received some financial help to rent a hotel room. We all had to stay in one small room. It was better than being on the street but it was very difficult to cope. I had no privacy. My children did not have enough space to play and do their homework. After repeatedly asking for more help, we are now having the rent of an apartment paid for one year.”

RJ’s home in Al-Ashkariya was demolished in 2006 and she has been in unsettled living conditions ever since: “A friend of my sister’s husband said that we could use his house and so we moved to this rented house which was in Hizma in East Jerusalem. It was a small house, with two small rooms, a
kitchen and a bathroom. All of us moved in there, about thirteen of us I think it was. We moved there on the same day as our home was demolished.

We stayed there for two years, but it was expensive, $400 a month, and it was also too small for us. So in April 2008 we moved back to Al-Ashkariya. We moved into another rented house that has more space than the other place. I don’t know whether the house has a permit or not.

b) Poverty and Economic Hardship

Economic hardship is an almost inevitable consequence of forced eviction. The pre eviction costs have been described above. After eviction, the women not only have lost their home but also face poverty and the realization that the money they have spent has been for nothing.

**Manal S.** Jabal Al-Mukabber: “We are both very worried about our financial situation. My husband had borrowed money to build the house and so had debt from this. We had been trying to save money and I didn’t mind going without things because it was all going into the house. But all turned out for nothing. I deprived myself and my family of things for nothing and a huge debt.”

**MD** and her sister’s home in Al-Isawiya was demolished in November 2009: “I and my family are now back living with my husbands’ parents. We’re lucky that we have somewhere else to go. But it’s back to the same situation and now all the money and effort that we have put into building a new home has been reduced to rubble.”

**Khawla Hanoun.** Sheikh Jarrah: “Another unbelievable thing was that we have been charged for them removing our furniture from our home. We received a bill for 13,086 shekels and the Israeli authorities told us that if we didn’t pay they would impose further fines. Our financial situation is terrible, my husband is unemployed and has health problems. We have nothing but we survive.”

**Maysoon Ghawi.** Sheikh Jarrah: “A modest apartment in Jerusalem costs at least $800 a month. I have no idea how we will manage. We are slowly buying new furniture and other things that we need for the new house. We have very little income.”

c) Emotional and Psychological Impact

Women often take responsibility for the well being of others around them, particularly their children. They take on the burden of others’ emotional confusion and try and heal the wounds of the loss. Our interviews with Palestinian women reflected this: they focused on their concern for their children after the eviction and loss of their home and also their worry for their husbands. The interviews reveal the women experiencing changes
in their children’s behaviour and sometimes a deterioration in their relationship with them. They also describe their own feelings of loss and confusion. Khawla from Sheikh Jarrah while worrying about her children, also describes the strength she has gained from becoming politically engaged in the campaign to claim her rights.

Maysoon Ghawi, Sheikh Jarrah: “I am very worried about my children. They are not doing well at school. They are unable to concentrate on homework. My son Abdullah, who is in third grade, went to school without doing his homework on the day the police destroyed our tent. My son Muhammad is refusing to go to school unless we go back to live in our house. Adam spends a lot of time in school crying. He wants to be alone and does not cooperate with the teacher. He was recently moved to a class for children with special needs because he could not cope in a regular class. Life is very hard and I don’t know what the future will bring but I don’t want anybody to pity me. All I want is to be able to go back and live in my own house.”

FD, Al Isawiya: “I feel anxious and worried, and I’m not eating properly. I’m also really worried about my children and the effect on them.”

MD, Al Isawiya: “I’m having a really hard time, I don’t know how to cope or what to do. I haven’t been eating properly. What I’m most worried about though is my oldest son Khaled. I have a really good relationship with all my children, including Khaled and I can talk about everything with him. Normally he stays around the house or around Isawiya and I know where he is. He’s changed since the house was demolished. He won’t talk to me and I don’t know where he is, he doesn’t tell me where he’s going or what he’s doing. He comes back really late and I can’t sleep until he returns back. He used to always call to say where he was but since then, he’s not been doing this…. I feel lost now, like I’m in the middle of the ocean and don’t know where to go and what to do.

Khawla Hanoun, Sheikh Jarrah: “I am 46 years old and the mother of three children. Before this happened I was a housewife and not political but now I feel strong; that I have an inner strength from claiming back my rights. But I still feel weak in front of my children when my son blames me for what we’re going through and asks me ‘when, when are we going back home?’ and I’m unable to answer him.”

Amani S, Jabal al-Mukabber: “I feel in a bad state psychologically. I feel sad about what has happened, the home we lost and I worry about my husband and the children. It has affected the children as well. My oldest child is in first grade and can’t do his homework with all the noise and the lack of space. They fight amongst themselves and with their cousins and I’m unable to control their behaviour. Before they could have spent time in our own home with some privacy to get away from the other children but now there is no private space and there’s nothing I feel I can do.”
This report seeks to highlight the impact of forced evictions on women living in East Jerusalem. Across the city, women have been victims of forced eviction or are living with the threat of eviction, whether due to a pending house demolition or the claims of settler groups over their homes.

Our interviews confirm the known data which testifies to the severe lack of housing for Palestinians in East Jerusalem and the near impossibility of obtaining a building permit. Women are therefore forced into poor living conditions, particularly as a result of overcrowding as their families grow. Women have described the difficulties of moving in with their parents-in-law and the consequent lack of privacy and private space and the impact this has had on their state of mind. Faced with no available alternative accommodation, and in order to improve their living conditions, women described channeling all their economic resources into improving their housing situation and building new homes.

This report testifies to the trauma experienced by women in the period prior to a demolition or eviction. The process of waiting: sometimes for many years with the threat of demolition or eviction hanging over them leads to anxiety, depression and trauma. This distress can also manifest itself in physical symptoms with some women describing stomach cramps, chest pains and high blood pressure. The study also documents the additional trauma caused by ongoing threats and intimidation from Israeli soldiers, police and settlers. One woman living in Bustan described Israeli soldiers coming for her 12 year old son in the middle of the night, and another described her fear of that happening to her son. The women, seeking to maintain normality for their children, against the backdrop of the threat of forced eviction and intimidation, face a daunting reality.

Our report testifies to the disproportionate force used in the process itself: demolitions and forced evictions being carried out by tens sometimes hundreds of armed Israeli soldiers and police. The brutality of the process can result in injury or arrest, adding to the trauma of losing a home.

The psychological and emotional impact of a forced eviction on women is documented in this report: the women describe anxiety and distress. The women interviewed expressed particular concern about the impact on their children, who they saw as being disturbed and unsettled by the eviction and by the consequent move into overcrowded living conditions. Women are often the emotional centre and stabilising force in the family, and so they find themselves having to cope with their own anxiety whilst caring for others as well. If they are not able to overcome the trauma, their children will also suffer.
Our findings are supported by a study by Save the Children UK, which concluded that children’s psychological health is closely associated with the parents’ health.  

Economic hardship is an almost inevitable consequence of forced eviction. This study reveals the enormous costs that families have to incur during often long and drawn out administrative and legal procedures, depriving themselves in order to secure a better home and life for their families. After eviction, the women have not only lost their home but also face poverty and the realization that the money they have spent has been for nothing.

The women interviewed testified to losing much more than a place to live. They have lost their privacy and personal space, their freedom and security. None of the women interviewed spoke of being provided with any alternative accommodation by the Israeli authorities after the forced eviction or of any services being provided to them. Many of the women moved in with their extended family, usually their husband’s family, others into rented and often inadequate housing. Many spoke of overcrowded conditions and the effect of this on their own state of mind.

It is also important to mention the women who talked about being strengthened by their experiences. While two of the women from Sheikh Jarrah were deeply affected, economically, psychologically and even physically, they also spoke of being empowered and strengthened by becoming involved in the community resistance to the forced evictions. Some of the women in Bustan had also become involved in the community’s public activities against the demolitions. This testifies to women’s multifaceted role as mothers, wives and strong and resilient actors in political and community struggles.

The personal stories and experiences discussed in this report highlight the human effect of forcible eviction. They also illustrate the reality of Israeli policies over many decades which have created an acute housing deficiency for Palestinian residents. In order to meet the needs of their growing families, Palestinians are left with no option but to build homes without a permit or else leave Jerusalem altogether. Most refuse the latter option and consequently live with the threat of eviction, demolition and displacement.

Fundamental guarantees under international human rights law regarding adequate housing are routinely neglected and ignored by Israel. Displacement as a consequence of severe overcrowding or deprivation, or as a result of forced eviction, both amount to the grave breach of unlawful forcible transfer under international humanitarian law. This report which highlights the particular impact of such issues on women, calls for urgent and concerted action by the international community to bring such practices to an end and to hold Israel accountable.
The findings and analysis in this study reveal serious violations of international law and enormous humanitarian consequences for the affected families. In light of these findings, we make the following recommendations:

**Israeli Authorities**

- Respect and implement the provisions of international humanitarian law and international human rights law to the Palestinian population of the oPt; particularly in respect of ceasing forced evictions and ensuring the fulfillment of the right to adequate housing;
- Halt the forced evictions of Palestinians from their homes and re-instate those already evicted;
- Halt the demolition of Palestinian homes and compensate and re-house those already affected;
- Investigate and, where necessary, prosecute, settlers and soldiers committing acts of violence, including harassment, against families under threat of eviction or who have been recently evicted.

**Palestinian Authority**

- Advocate for the cessation of home demolitions in East Jerusalem and the oPt;
- Provide support for legal intervention and legal aid to assist families threatened with forced eviction;
- Monitor and document cases of forced eviction in the oPt including East Jerusalem;
- Ensure that financial support is given to families who have been evicted and ensure that they are provided with shelter in the aftermath of an eviction. Provide the necessary assistance to those affected by forced evictions through ensuring the provision of support and psycho-social counseling where necessary.

**International Community**

- Advocate for the cessation of forced evictions in East Jerusalem;
- Raise the issue with the Special Rapporteurs and otherwise within the UN System including with the Secretary General, at the Human Rights Council and the Security Council;
- Raise the issue with the High Contracting Parties to the Geneva Convention to compel Israel to comply with its obligations ensuing from the Fourth Geneva Convention.
International and local NGOs and Women’s Organisations

- Provide training and education to local communities, particularly women, on their right to secure tenure and their rights in relation to eviction;
- Develop and provide programs for the rehabilitation of communities, particularly focusing on providing emotional and psychological counseling for affected families;
- Provide financial assistance to families affected by forced eviction, particularly to women, to counter poverty caused and exacerbated by forced eviction.
- Utilise international human rights mechanisms such as CEDAW and the Special Rapporteurs to raise the issues in this report and their impact on women.
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